Tissue Distribution and Gender-Specific Protein Expression of Cytochrome P450 in five Mouse Genotypes with a Background of FVB.
To systematically investigate tissue distribution and gender-specific protein expression of Cytochrome P450 (Cyps) in five mouse genotypes with a background of Friend virus B (FVB). The Cyps were extracted from the tissue S9 fractions of the main metabolic organs and then absolutely quantified by applying the UHPLC-MS/MS method. The liver had the highest expression of Cyps, followed by the small intestine and kidney. In the liver, Cyp1a2, Cyp2c29, Cyp2c39, Cyp2d22, Cyp2e1, and Cyp3a11 were the main isoforms. Cyp1a2 and Cyp2c29 were male-specific, while Cyp2c39 was female-specific. Compared with the expression in Wild-type (WT) FVB mice, the expression of Cyp1a2, Cyp1b1, Cyp2d22, and Cyp3a25 significantly decreased in female efflux transporter (ET) knockout mice. In the small intestine, Cyp2c29 and Cyp3a11 were the major isoforms. Knockout of ET didn't alter the expression levels of most Cyps. However, female ET knockout mice presented higher Cyp2c29 expression than WT FVB mice. The Cyp7a1 expression was markedly decreased in ET knockout mice except Bcrp1-/- mice. In the kidney, Cyp2e1 was the main isoform and exhibited male specificity. Knockout of ET slightly affected the protein expression of Cyps in the brain, heart, lung, spleen and stomach. A comprehensive understanding of the distribution characteristics and gender-specific expression of Cyps in major metabolic organs of WT and ET knockout FVB mice should contribute to a better understanding of drug efficacy and toxicity, and drug-drug interactions.